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Abstract
Understanding the factors that influence the quality of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based products is
a scientifically ongoing and relevant topic. Our research focused on the impact of the interior orientation
parameters (IOPs) on the positional accuracy of points in a calibration field, identified and measured in an
orthophoto and a point cloud. We established a calibration field consisting of 20 materialized points and
10 detailed points measured with high accuracy. Surveying missions with a fixed-wing UAV were carried
out in three series. Several image blocks that differed in flight direction (along, across), flight altitude
(70 m, 120 m), and IOPs (known or unknown values in the image-block adjustment) were composed. The
analysis of the various scenarios indicated that fixed IOPs, computed from a good geometric composition,
can especially improve vertical accuracy in comparison with self-calibration; an image block composed
from two perpendicular flight directions can yield better results than an image block composed from a single
flight direction.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle, calibration field, interior orientation parameters, positional accuracy
assessment.
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1. Introduction

Gathering mass spatial data is traditionally in the domain of remote sensing and photogram-
metry. Due to the unprecedented developments of advanced technologies that include imaging
sensors, processing and handling large volumes of data, as well as emerging new platforms, we
have recently witnessed a vast expansion of applications [1]. The use of unmanned aerial ve-
hicles (UAVs) as a platform for data collection has proven to be an especially strong driving
force behind the growth in the remote sensing market [1, 2]. A comprehensive review of UAVs
applied to 3D mapping is provided in [3]. UAVs are also known under the more general terms
such as unmanned aerial (or aircraft) system (UAS) or remotely piloted aerial (or aircraft) sys-
tem (RPAS). However, the common user is more familiar with the simpler term “drone”. In this
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paper, we use the term UAV, because we wish to highlight the platform that enables close-range
aerial surveying.

A comprehensive and systematic analysis of UAV-derived product quality is presented in [4].
The results of this research indicate that accurate initial positions and the number and distri-
bution of GCPs are among the main influencing parameters in reducing deformation in the
block adjustment process. Another extensive research based on a commonly available dataset
(ISPRS/EuroSDR benchmark on multi-platform photogrammetry) investigated the influence of
different parameters in oblique airborne image sets [5]. Some researchers investigated the poten-
tial of UAV-based photogrammetry and accuracy of the derived products. The positional quality
of orthophoto, assessed with various methodologies and used by national mapping agencies, is
reported in [6]. The authors have established that the ground sample distance (GSD) and the
flight’s altitude (above the ground level – AGL) are important factors which strongly influence
the final accuracy of the orthophoto. In [7], a developed UAV-photogrammetry system has been
extensively tested for precise modelling of an open-pit gravel mine. A thorough analysis of the in-
fluence of different flight parameters on the orthophoto produced for archaeological area surveys
is presented in [8]. It was discovered that it is important to achieve a balance between various
input parameters; however, the final accuracy is mainly influenced by altitude (AGL). Another
investigation of the influence of the image quality on the orthophoto production [9] revealed
that images acquired in poor weather conditions reduce the final accuracy of photogrammetric
products by an average of 25%. It has been shown that it is important to consider that the er-
ror distribution is not normal when assessing the quality of UAV-products, thus robust accuracy
measures are more reliable [10]. An overview of the use of UAVs for cultural heritage documen-
tation is given in [11], while an example of the use of UAV photogrammetry in land surveying is
presented in [12].

Although the use of UAVs for data collection has many advantages, there are also a few
disadvantages. One of them is the payload limitation, which means that we have to use minia-
ture sensors. Most commonly, light consumer-grade digital cameras which are not specially de-
signed for photogrammetric purposes are used for image data acquisition, while small metric
cameras that are tailored for high precision UAV applications are still under development and
testing [13]. The main disadvantage of the most commonly used cameras lies in instability of
their inner geometry over time, thus the term “non-metric camera” is used in association with
photogrammetric applications. In addition, small cameras usually employ an electronic rolling
shutter readout, which can lead to additional image geometry distortions that are hard to elim-
inate, especially when flying at higher speeds. An explicit mathematical model that can reduce
the effect of a rolling shutter has been developed and tested [14]. The procedures and formulae
known from traditional photogrammetry [15] can also be used for UAV flight planning. Some
computer programs developed especially for this purpose are freely available from the web (e.g.
Mission Planner, Tower). When processing UAV-based image blocks, including the generation of
sparse point clouds, self-calibration adjustment and the generation of dense point clouds, modern
feature extraction and matching methods can be successfully employed [16–18] presents a criti-
cal evaluation of commercial packages tested on complex (aerial and terrestrial) datasets acquired
with various cameras and platforms.

Within the context of this short review of the current state-of-the-art in this research field,
the driving motivation behind our research was to perform some further experiments and analyse
their results, so that we could improve our understanding of certain factors that influence the
quality of UAV-based products. Our basic research question was: “Is there a significant difference
in the image-block adjustment if we use pre-defined IOPs as fixed values or if we compute these
parameters as unknowns?”
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In order to obtain the best possible control and verification data we have established a cal-
ibration field with stabilized and measured geodetic network points of very high accuracy. We
performed our surveying missions over the established calibration field in three series, which
enabled us to test various scenarios. The image-block compositions treated in our experiments
differed in flight direction (along or across), flight altitude (70 m and 120 m above the ground),
and IOPs (either as known or unknown values in the image-block adjustment). The results of our
experiments are presented numerically and graphically, and their discussion and interpretation
are given for each part of the research.

2. Calibration field and geodetic network adjustment

Our goal was to establish a stable calibration test field for long-term use. We chose a 180 m
long and 70 m wide test area at a petrol station in Vipava, Slovenia. In total, 20 evenly distributed
and visible points for precise geodetic surveying from the ground as well as from an UAV were
physically determined (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The calibration field area with the marked locations of 20 stabilized network points that served as GCPs
and check points in our research (left). A network sketch and the achieved accuracy of the points’ coordinates

in the horizontal plane is shown with the standard ellipses of the error (P = 39.4%) (right).

The relative relationship between the points in the calibration field was primarily determined
from precise terrestrial measurements. Moreover, GNSS static measurements were performed for
five specific points, 1, 6, 9, 13 and 20 (Fig. 1). The GNSS adjusted network coordinates served
for the transformation of the remaining points into the Slovene representation of ETRS89. This
procedure enabled us to: a) acquire the best possible relations between points (with the use of
precise terrestrial measurements), b) determine the coordinates of all points within the global
coordinate system, and thus establish the connection between the calibration field and the UAV’s
flight trajectory. At each specific point terrestrial measurements were performed in four sets
of angles with the use of a Leica Geosystems TS30 electronic tachymeter and high precision
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accessories [19]. The positions of the points were considered separately for the horizontal plane
and the heights. The height differences were obtained by trigonometric levelling.

Due to the lack of known vertical points in the vicinity of the calibration field we used ellip-
soidal heights for our study. Redundant height differences from trigonometric levelling followed
the free-network adjustment. The final heights of the remaining points were computed by the
S-transformation. The results from several sets of known points were eventually compared in or-
der to determine the best set of known points (1, 6 and 13) for the S-transformation. The poorest
height accuracy was estimated at 0.3 mm and was related to the point obtained by the intersection
of all three axes of the instrument. We can conclude that the final heights of the calibration field
were estimated with an accuracy better than 1 mm.

The horizontal network followed the same free-network procedure as regards the use of the
corrected distances and mean values of horizontal directions. We estimated a-posteriori stan-
dard deviation of 1.4′′ for directions and 0.2 mm for distances. The adjustment followed the
S-transformation with which we computed the coordinates of the remaining points. As for height
adjustment, we acquired very good, maybe even too optimistic standard deviations of the hori-
zontal coordinates (Fig. 1) related to the intersection of the three axes of the instrument. We can
conclude that the horizontal coordinates were determined with a submillimetre accuracy.

In order to obtain more check points for evaluating the positional accuracy in our experi-
ments, 10 additional well-defined detail points were surveyed within the calibration field with
a precise terrestrial geodetic method.

3. Photogrammetric surveying and image-block compositions

In our research we used a Bramor rTK system, a product developed by C-ASTRAL, which
enables long range operation, has a long autonomy and a payload of up to 0.6 kg. It can be
used for civil as well as military purposes. The Bramor rTK system consists of a fixed wing
UAV, a built-in Sony Alpha 6000 camera, an inertial navigation system (INS), a GNSS receiver
and data connection, a ground control station with software and a catapult used for take-off.
For mission planning and execution we used a dedicated GeoPilot software, also developed by
C-ASTRAL. Additionally, Virtual Cockpit (a product developed by Lockheed Martin) was used
to operate the vehicle during its mission, as this product also includes necessary safety protocols
in the event of forced landing or safety parachute opening.

The photogrammetric image blocks were processed using Agisoft Photoscan, Professional
Edition, Version 1.1.6. Using advanced Structure from Motion algorithms, this software enables
the adjustment of image blocks and the geo-referencing of images using GCPs as well as gen-
eration of photogrammetric point clouds and orthophotos. We used Autodesk Autocad Civil 3D
for measuring the horizontal position of the check points in the orthophoto and determining their
vertical position in the point cloud for the purpose of the final quality assessment.

In order to verify stability of the IOPs and to experience diverse field conditions that normally
occur in projects, we performed our surveying missions on three different days in April, October
and November of the same year. These were our three surveying missions (first, second and
third).

In each mission, the aerial survey was performed at two different altitudes (AGL 70 m and
120 m), and in two different directions for each altitude: along the shorter side of the block
(composition A) and along the longer side of the block (composition B) (Fig. 2). The GSD of the
images was 0.91 cm for 70 m, and 1.16 cm for 120 m AGL. The forward overlap of the images
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was 75% while the side overlap was 65%. The image-block compositions are given in Table 1.
The names of the image blocks are composed from the flying altitude and the flight direction.

Fig. 2. Flying missions in different flight strip directions: composition A along the shorter
side of the block (left) and composition B along the longer side of the block (right).

Table 1. Numbers of flight strips and images for each mission.

IMAGE-BLOCK 1ST MISSION 2ND MISSION 3RD MISSION
COMPOSITION 70A 70B 120A 120B 70A 70B 120A 120B 70A 70B 120A 120B

Strips in block 5 11 4 6 5 10 4 7 4 11 4 7

Images in block 76 65 36 26 65 53 49 45 52 61 45 38

4. Research methodology, results and discussion

In conventional photogrammetry metric cameras come with a laboratory calibration protocol
that provides highly accurate IOPs. On the other hand, in UAV-based photogrammetry the use of
low-cost non-metric cameras is usually the only option due to the small payload of the vehicle.
In this case, you have to perform your own camera calibration, either prior to or during the
project.

There are many quality issues concerning the IOPs of non-metric cameras. The most critical
is their instability over time. From this point of view, the best approach would be to compute IOPs
during the self-calibration bundle adjustment. However, this method has to meet the following re-
quirements: multi-station convergent imaging networks, fixed zoom/focus and aperture settings,
well-defined object points, sufficient variation within the imagery in the scale, comprehensive
and unsystematic coverage of the available sensor format, high observational redundancy, adop-
tion of an appropriate and complete camera model [20]. Obviously, it is difficult to meet all of
these requirements in UAV missions, thus the quality of IOPs could be vague. Therefore, it might
be better to perform camera calibration under good geometric conditions prior to the implemen-
tation of the project and to import the IOPs as known values. In order to further improve the
self-calibration adjustment results, a two-step camera calibration method is proposed by [21], in
which the geometric distortion is removed from the images prior to the adjustment. The corre-
lations between interior orientation parameters using the self-calibration method in close-range
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photogrammetry are studied in [22]. Another case when IOPs must be known in advance is when
using the UAV-born direct georeferenced photogrammetric platform [23]. On-line and off-line
estimation methods of the UAV position based on the measurements from its integrated naviga-
tion system are presented in [24].

In our research, we performed various scenarios regarding IOPs, in which we investigated the
difference between self-calibrated IOPs and fixed IOPs. As we cannot reach conclusions solely
from the precision measurements of the IOPs given in the adjustment report (which is explained
in greater detail in [20]), the best approach is to observe the impact different IOPs have on the
check points in the final products, in our case the orthophoto and the dense point cloud.

Our investigations were performed in three diverse situations:
– self-calibrated IOPs for selected image-block compositions (Subsection 4.1);
– two sets of fixed IOPs, applied in selected image-block compositions (Subsection 4.2);
– different sets of fixed IOPs, applied in a single image block (Subsection 4.3).
In order to obtain the best possible values of the fixed IOPs, the image blocks were adjusted

using all 20 GCPs presented in Fig. 1. In our examples we computed all available IOPs with the
applied software [25]: the focal length in x- and y-dimensions measured in pixels, the principal
point coordinates, skew and four coefficients of radial and tangential distortion.

In the experiments in which we used self-calibrated or fixed IOPs to evaluate their impact on
accuracy of the final products, the image blocks were adjusted using four GCPs (points 2, 6, 13
and 17, see Fig. 1). The 16 remaining GCSs and additional 10 detail points were used as check
points. For each particular image-block composition, a dense point cloud was computed from the
geo-referenced images with applied image-matching algorithms. Then, a digital surface model
in the form of an irregular triangular network was generated from the dense point cloud in order
to produce the orthophoto mosaic of the calibration field area.

The assessment of the positional accuracy of the calibration field points in orthophotos and
point clouds was methodologically the same in all experiments. The planar coordinates of the
check points were manually interpreted and measured in the orthophoto. For the same planar
position of a check point, the height was interpolated from the four nearest points in the dense
point cloud.

We calculated the differences between the measured coordinates (orthophoto and point cloud)
and the ground coordinates, as well as the RMSE values for horizontal (RMSExy) and vertical
accuracy (RMSEz) for all of the check points (1) to (4).

dXYi =
√

(X2i −X1i)2 +(Y2i −Y1i)2, (1)

RMSEXY =

√
∑dXY 2

i
n

, (2)

dZi = Z2i −Z1i , (3)

RMSEZ =

√
∑dZ2

i
n

. (4)

Expressions in (1) to (4): (X1i, X2i, Y1i, Z1i) represent the coordinates of the measured points
in the orthophoto (X , Y ) and point cloud (Z), (X2i, Y2i, Z2i) are the ground measured coordinates
of the same points, n is the number of check points.
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4.1. Self-calibration of IOPs for selected image-block compositions

We formed three groups of image blocks for each of the three missions (Table 2). Two addi-
tional image blocks were later (see Subsection 4.2) used to calculate the fixed IOPs for the 2nd

mission (2_70AB and 2_70AB_120AB), which showed the best results.

Table 2. The selected compositions of image blocks in three missions.

GROUP 1ST MISSION 2ND MISSION 3RD MISSION

1 1_70A 2_70A 3_70A

2 1_70B 2_70B 3_70B

3 1_120A 2_120A 3_120A

2_70AB

2_70AB_120AB

For each image-block composition presented in Table 2, we computed IOPs as unknowns
in the self-calibration adjustment. Following the general work-flow, once an image block was
georeferenced, we produced a dense point cloud and an orthophoto. In total, eleven point clouds
and eleven orthophotos were produced and RMSE values were computed. The numerical results
are given in Table 3 and Table 4, while their graphical presentation can be found in Fig. 3.

Table 3. RMSE values of check points when applying self-calibration in different group compositions.

RMSE Value
Composition 70A Composition 70B Composition 120A

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Horizontal [cm] 2.5 0.9 2.2 1.7 1.5 2.2 3.6 0.9 1.5

Vertical [cm] 10.7 7.9 8.4 5.5 9.6 7.3 12.3 2.0 13.6

Table 4. RMSE values of check points when applying self-calibration in image-block compositions
2_70AB and 2_70AB_120AB.

RMSE Value
Composition Composition

2_70AB 2_70AB_120AB

Horizontal [cm] 0.9 0.8

Vertical [cm] 3.5 3.0

When analysing these results, we can notice certain patterns and derive a few conclusions.
The horizontal and vertical RMSE values are the lowest in the 2nd mission (except for the vertical
RMSE in composition 70B), which was expected as this mission had the best field conditions.

Both image blocks composed of images taken in A and B flight directions (2_70AB and
2_70AB_120AB) achieved better accuracy than any of the image blocks composed merely of
a single flight direction (the sole exception is the vertical accuracy of image block 2_120A).
However, when comparing image-block compositions 2_70AB and 2_70AB_120AB, the differ-
ences of RMSE horizontal and vertical values are very small. Theoretically, we would expect
an improvement of accuracy when we have images from different flight altitudes because we
obtain a greater variation in the scale, which is desired for good performance of self-calibration
[26, 27]. However, our experiment does not show a significant improvement in the results when
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Fig. 3. A graphical presentation of RMSE values when applying the self-calibration approach (i denotes the mission
number): horizontal RMSE values for check points measured from the orthophoto (left) and vertical RMSE values for

check points measured from the dense point cloud (right).

adding images from the flight at an altitude of 120 m. The reason might lie in the fact that the
pixel size of the two flight altitudes is almost the same (approximately 1 cm), thus the geometry
of image block does not differ considerably. Furthermore, the experimental results in [4], where
there was investigated the impact of the flight altitude on the bundle block adjustment accuracy,
showed an unexpected deviation from the theoretically calculated vertical accuracy (for 50, 60,
70 and 80 m) which decreases with altitude. However, for a particular type of UAV the accuracy
increased with altitude. This is not the same situation as in our experiment, but it indicates that,
when using UAVs, the experimental results may differ from the theoretical expectations due to
a variety of unpredictable factors that can influence the results, which is not normally the case
in traditional photogrammetry. Thus, further and more focused research on UAVs is necessary in
order to fully understand the processes.

In general, the first mission has worse results due to the initial problems with the execution of
the mission and the high reflectance of the point’s surface that resulted in an overexposed image.
These problems were solved in time for the second and third missions.

The difference between the flight directions A and B is not distinctive. The same can be
said for the various flying altitudes. We can further notice a difference between the horizontal
and vertical accuracies which is most probably caused by the fact that we used the minimum of
4 GCPs in the corners of an image block as a ground reference.

4.2. Two sets of fixed IOPs, applied in selected image-block compositions

In order to investigate the difference between self-calibrated IOPs and fixed IOPs we com-
puted two sets of IOPs from image blocks 2_70AB and 2_70AB_120AB, respectively. Each
set of computed IOPs was further applied as fixed a-priori values (meaning that IOPs were not
computed during the adjustment) in the nine image-block compositions for all three missions
presented in Table 3. Again, dense point clouds and orthophotos were produced for each of
the image-block compositions, and RMSE values were computed. The results of applying IOPs
2_70AB are given in Table 5, and presented graphically in Fig. 4. The results of applying IOPs
2_70AB_120AB are given in Table 6, and presented graphically in Fig. 5.

From the presented results we can clearly see that – generally speaking (with some exceptions
in the 1st mission) – better results are achieved by applying fixed IOPs computed from a better
geometric block composition and using a larger number of GCPs (20) in the adjustment.
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Table 5. Check point RMSE values when applying fixed IOPs, computed from image-block
composition 2_70AB.

RMSE Value
Composition 70A Composition 70B Composition 120A

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Horizontal [cm] 1.7 0.9 2.3 3.9 1.3 1.3 2.9 1.4 1.4

Vertical [cm] 6.6 2.2 5.6 8.6 2.5 4.5 19.4 4.8 3.6

Fig. 4. A graphical presentation of RMSE values when applying fixed IOPs (previously computed from image block
2_70AB) in other image-block compositions, i denotes the mission number: horizontal RMSE values for check points
measured from the orthophoto (left); vertical RMSE values for check points measured from the dense point cloud (right).
The paler bars are RMSE values from the self-calibration (the same as depicted in Fig. 3), added here to visually compare

the results.

Fig. 5. A graphical presentation of RMSE values when applying fixed IOPs (previously computed from image block
2_70AB) in other image-block compositions, i denotes the mission number: horizontal RMSE values for check points
measured from the orthophoto (left); vertical RMSE values for check points measured from the dense point cloud (right).
The paler bars are RMSE values from the self-calibration (the same as depicted in Fig. 3), added here to visually compare

the results.

If we look merely at the results from the 2nd and 3rd missions, the horizontal RMSE values
obtained using self-calibrated and fixed IOPs are almost the same, but there is a vast difference in
the vertical RMSE values. For example, the vertical RMSE value for image block 2_70A drops
from 7.9 cm to 2.2 cm when using fixed IOPs, and for image block 2_70B – from 9.6 cm to
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Table 6. Check point RMSE values when applying fixed IOPs, computed from image-block composition
2_70AB_120AB.

RMSE Value
Composition 70A Composition 70B Composition 120A

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Horizontal [cm] 1.8 1.1 2.4 3.9 1.5 1.5 2.9 1.1 1.2

Vertical [cm] 6.3 2.1 5.3 6.3 1.8 6.1 20.1 6.6 3.7

2.5 cm. The exception here is again the image block 2_120A, where we obtained good results
already with the use of self-calibrated IOPs.

However, the results from using fixed IOPs computed from image blocks 2_70AB and
2_70AB_120AB do not differ significantly, which is somewhat logical as the RMSE values
obtained with the use of self-calibrated IOPs for these two image blocks are almost the same
(Table 4).

4.3. Different sets of fixed IOPs applied to single image block

In this part, we present the results of investigating the variations in accuracy of check points
when we used different sets of fixed IOPs applied to a single image block. As image block 2_70A
showed the best overall results in our previous investigations, we selected this composition for
the experiment.

This image block was adjusted several times, each time with another set of fixed IOPs, which
were previously calculated from different image-block compositions (as presented in Table 7).
Four groups of different image-block compositions were formed, each applied in all three mis-
sions. Again, we produced point clouds and orthophotos and calculated RMSE values for each of
these 12 situations. The computed RMSE values are given in Table 8, and presented graphically
in Fig. 6.

Table 7. Sets of IOPs used in this experiment, calculated from different image-block compositions; p indicates that
IO parameters computed from a particular image block were used as fixed in the adjustment of image block 2_70A.

GROUP 1ST MISSION 2ND MISSION 3RD MISSION

1 p_1_70A p_2_70A p_3_70A

2 p_1_70AB p_2_70AB p_3_70AB

3 p_1_70A_120B p_2_70A_120B p_3_70A_120B

4 p_1_70AB_120AB p_2_70AB_120AB p_3_70AB_120AB

Table 8. Check point RMSE values for different IOPs, applied to image-block composition 2_70A.

RMSE Value
p_70A p_70AB p_70A_120B p_120AB_120AB

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Horizontal [cm] 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.4 0.9 1.0 1.8 0.9 1.1 1.8 1.1 1.2

Vertical [cm] 3.5 2.4 5.0 9.4 2.2 2.3 7.1 5.1 4.8 13.4 2.1 3.5

When analysing these results, we would like to remind that the time difference between
the 1st and 2nd missions was six months, while only one month passed between the 2nd and
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Fig. 6. A graphical presentation of RMSE values when applying fixed IOPs (previously computed from different image-
block compositions) in the adjustment of image block 2_70A; i denotes the mission number, p denotes the origin of
applied IO parameters: horizontal RMSE values for check points measured from the orthophoto (left); vertical RMSE

values for check points measured from the dense point cloud (right).

3rd missions. This information can be relevant because the IOPs would not remain stable over
a longer time span.

What the results of this experiment confirm is that all RMSE values are the lowest for the
parameters calculated from the 2nd mission. The results from the 3rd mission differ only slightly,
but as expected, the results from the 1st mission are the worst. This would support the assumption
regarding the instability of IOPs over time.

For the case of using pre-computed IOPs, the difference in the flight altitude does not seem
to have a great influence on the results; the same can be said for a combination of the flight
directions, especially regarding the horizontal accuracy. On the other hand, the vertical accuracy
is better when using both flight directions, but becomes worse when adding images from the
altitude of 120 m.

5. Conclusions

The experiments investigating the impact of different input parameters and compositions in
close-range aerial image blocks, using UAV platforms and systems, are very complex and time-
consuming. In the presented research we processed numerous image blocks and produced a great
number of orthophotos and point clouds with which we investigated the accuracy in various
scenarios.

We obtained very accurate ground truth data with a high precision geodetic network as we
wanted to exclude any possible doubts in the ground points’ accuracy.

Although we prepared the execution plan with utmost care, its performing was not always
optimal. We carried out our tests over three different missions in which the field conditions could
not be completely the same (e.g. weather conditions, light conditions). We discovered that the 1st

mission was not performed in the best way, which is clearly reflected in the results. The lesson
learned from this case is that it is very important to plan and execute the project in the best
possible conditions.

However, certain general conclusions can be reached when we analyse the positional ac-
curacy of the check points in the orthophotos and the point clouds produced from a variety of
image-block compositions. The compositions of an image block in both A (along the shorter side
of the block) and B (along the longer side of the block) flight directions resulted in greater accu-
racy of the orthophoto and point cloud than that of image blocks composed solely from a single
flight direction.
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In most cases using fixed IOPs, computed from a good image-block composition, slightly
improved the horizontal accuracy and significantly improved the vertical accuracy (compared
with self-calibration). On the other hand, we also confirmed that using IOPs that were calculated
closer to the time of the treated image block, led to better results. However, the instability of
IOPs through time is an issue that still needs to be investigated in greater detail. Our experiments
do not allow us to reach any definite conclusions regarding this issue.

Performing this kind of experiments and interpreting the results is always limited to a certain
degree. There are many factors throughout the work-flow that influence the final accuracy. Nev-
ertheless, we believe that the results and conclusions from our experiments contribute to a better
understanding of the impact of particular issues in the production and processing of UAV-based
image blocks and its products, and can be taken into account in everyday projects.
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